In the Theater Club we focus on skill building and getting out of our comfort zones. Instead of preparing for a big performance, we do different activities and perform only for peers in the club each week. These are very casual. Mistakes are encouraged! Obnoxious noises are welcome! We work with pantomime, improv, creating and staying in character, portraying different emotions, and so much more! But mostly, we have lots of fun being ridiculous and celebrating every attempt. The only requirements are to be respectful to others, and try everything! We meet on Wednesday from 3:30 - 4:30.

For more information contact Mrs. Murray.

These pictures are from when we did a bad lip reading activity. Short clips were played with no-sound old tv shows most students were unfamiliar with. A basic synopsis was given by the teacher, and then students got together in pairs or trios to assign themselves a character and improvise the actions and words their character was saying on the screen at the same time. We had fun with “I Love Lucy,” and “The Andy Griffith Show.”